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Three points to set the scene
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People will continue 
to eat beef (lots of 

people!)

The market is 
changing, and the 

beef industry needs to 
respond

Leaders have the 
opportunity to shape 

the future in their 
favour

Source: Rabobank, 2018



Beef production outlook
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Positive short-term outlook for beef production
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Beef production rising, led by North America and South America

Source: OECD-FAO, USDA, EU Commission, Rabobank, 2018



Four issues drive the near term outlook
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Strong consumer confidence supports beef consumption

Potential protein over-supply in some markets to pressure prices 

African Swine Fever outbreaks have the potential to impact global 
meat prices

Cost of production pressures – feed prices and labour costs are rising

Source: Rabobank, 2018



Longer term outlook – (most of) the giants plan 
to get bigger
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Production Consumption



Longer term, five issues shape the outlook
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Trade flow disruptions as protectionism grows

Consumer preferences (and food retailer/foodservice company responses) shape 
production systems and supply chains

The rise of alternative proteins

Action on greenhouse gas emissions

Technology integration into production and processing, and linking supply chains

Source: Rabobank, 2018



Navigating through a busy and 
unpredictable world
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Sustainability commitments around beef could 
look quite different
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Ikea—a global top 10 food company—is growing food revenue, not footprint

Source: Ikea, 2018



Building a new market is possible
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Protix is building a market for insects by focussing on what it can do

Source: Protix, 2018



Why selling less product can make sense

Heineken is turning a shrinking market into a growth opportunity

• https://youtu.be/m8v5du70BTw

Source: Heineken, 2018

https://youtu.be/m8v5du70BTw
https://youtu.be/m8v5du70BTw


Who shapes our destiny?
Leaders do
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The leadership dividend is clear and compelling
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Leadership means setting the direction, not following. Leadership builds trust.

It will generate business value in four areas:

Improve risk management Increase efficiency

Maintain or grow
market access

Retain access to capital

Source: Rabobank, 2018
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